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SUMMARY

Identifying Internet traffic applications is essential for network security and management. The steady
emergence of new Internet applications, together with the use of encryption and obfuscation techniques,
ensures that traffic classification remains a hot research topic. Much research has been devoted to this topic
by the research community in the last decade. However, an optimal traffic classification model has yet to be
defined. Many techniques and formats have been described, with the current literature therefore lacking
appropriate benchmarks expressed in a consistent terminology. Moreover, existing surveys are outdated
and do not include many recent advances in the field. In this article, we present a systematic multilevel
taxonomy that covers a broad range of existing and recently proposed methods, together with examples
of vendor classification techniques. Our taxonomy assists in defining a consistent terminology. It could
be useful in future benchmarking contexts by characterizing and comparing methods at three different
levels. From this perspective, we describe key features and provide design hints for future classification
models, while emphasizing the main requirements for promoting future research efforts. To motivate
researchers and other interested parties, we collect and share data captured from real traffic, using two
models to protect data privacy. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To deliver users’ application data properly, the underlying computer network infrastructure requires
administrative attention. Tackling the intensive use of network resources by each application is a
challenge for both Internet providers and corporate networks. In addition to consuming bandwidth,
unidentified traffic is becoming a growing source of security threats. The ability to identify different
application types is therefore central to network management and security-hardening strategies. Traffic
management and network security devices, such as routers, traffic shapers, firewalls, secure web
gateways (SWG) and intrusion prevention systems (IPS), rely on traffic classification to enforce
network access policies.
With the proliferation of various applications, classification techniques have to keep pace with many

developments. General obfuscation techniques [1], encryption [2] and tunneling [3] are all used
nowadays to disguise network control devices.
From this standpoint, classifying applications that are intrinsically hard to detect is a key indicator of

the classifier’s capabilities. For example, peer-to-peer [4] (P2P) applications are difficult to detect
because of the decentralization and dynamic nature of their operation.
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In the last decade, many research groups have focused on traffic classification, resulting in a huge
number of publications. In most of these works, classifiers were assessed for few applications and
under particular conditions. In most existing comparison studies [5–8], authors assess few methods
and provide rarely deterministic results. It appears that there are now clear research trends in seeking
an optimal traffic classification model.
However, existing surveys [5,9,10] are outdated because the number of publications has doubled in

the last three years, with many promising approaches being proposed. Some surveys have focused on
one specific research trend, such as machine learning (ML) [5].
In most of these surveys, just one criterion of interest [9,10], usually the technique or the input type,

is taken into consideration in categorizing the various published methods. Classification methods are
therefore mapped to non-disjoint categories. Moreover, methods often use different techniques for
different input types and output formats. Comparing methods without considering these differences
inevitably produces misleading results. A comprehensive survey should systematically categorize
and characterize the different aspects of each method. Clearly, a systematic taxonomy of existing
studies is relevant from a benchmarking perspective.
In this work, we survey long-standing and more recent achievements in traffic classification,

together with examples of vendor classification techniques. We aim to provide a systematic way of
categorizing and characterizing traffic classification methods. Specifically, we present a comprehen-
sive three-level hierarchical and systematic taxonomy. This multilevel taxonomy assists in defining
a single consistent terminology that should be useful in future benchmarking contexts. We characterize
each method at three different levels: the input, the technique and the output. According to our
taxonomy, methods are grouped into disjoint category groups. Based on survey publications, we de-
scribe their main features and provide design hints for an optimal traffic classification model. Finally,
we discuss future trends in the field while outlining basic requirements that should promote research
progress. To motivate researchers and other interested parties, we collect and share data captured from
real traffic, using two models to protect data privacy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we detail the proposed multilevel

taxonomy. Comparisons and general research requirements are detailed in Section 3, at the end of
which we describe vendor technologies and future classification models. Conclusions are presented
in Section 4.
2. A MULTILATERAL TAXONOMY OF TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION METHODS

Traffic classification [10] involves attributing traffic objects (e.g. flows) to the traffic classes (e.g.
applications) that generate them. Identification uses similar terminology to traffic classification.
Identification is usually used when targeting granular application classes (as detailed in Section
2.1.1). For example, a flow might be classified as a download, but identified as a BitTorrent
download. Throughout this paper, traffic classification will refer to both terms for simplicity.
Variants of the classification problem exist. Most traffic classification problems fall into the

multi-classification category.
As mentioned above, hundreds of papers devoted to developing traffic classification techniques

have been published. However, some existing surveys have taken a narrow view [5] by focusing on
one category of techniques, while most surveys [5,9,10] are now outdated. Moreover, previous
taxonomies have focused mainly on the technique used, such as port-based, statistical analysis or
ML, as the basic categorization criterion. Many relevant features at the input and output levels, which
might have been worthy of consideration, were omitted.
On the other hand, rigorous benchmarks usually compare methods within the same group before

comparing methods across different groups. From this perspective, existing taxonomies have the
drawback that the same method may fall into more than one category. In this case, comparing different
categories, as do existing taxonomies, might be of little significance.
To overcome these limitations, we present a comprehensive multilevel taxonomy that covers most

long-standing and recent traffic classification approaches. We characterize each classification method
at three different levels, namely the classification input, the classification technique and the
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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103A TAXONOMY OF TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION METHODS
classification output. The input covers traffic characteristics that can be measured and analyzed at
various levels, such as packet, flow or host. The technique describes the core of the classification
process, which may involve a variety of approaches, such as payload inspection, statistical or ML.
The output can be described in terms of traffic objects, such as packet, flow or host, and classes, such
as file transfer, email or Skype chat. This three-level grouping provides richer information about each
method while generating disjoint three-tuple categories.
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed multilevel taxonomy by showing category groups at each of the

three defined levels. In this taxonomy, a classification method is necessarily a member of at least three
groups: one at each level. Classification methods may rely on multiple choices or new uncategorized
items at each level, referred to as hybrid and miscellaneous groups in Figure 1. A classification method
is described as belonging to a three-tuple defined category that is associated with one distinctive path
in Figure 1.
For example, some classification methods [11,12] belong to (Input: payload → Technique: payload

inspection → Output: flow → application Type). However, it should be noted that choices at the three
levels are not fully independent, because the classification technique may imply the form of the
required input or output.
With such a multilevel taxonomy, comparisons should achieve higher significance. For example, it

would be much more significant to compare methods having the same output group (e.g. comparing
host-based approaches in Karagiannis et al. [13] to those in Allan et al. [14]), rather than comparing
methods from different output groups (e.g. comparing flow-based [11] to host-based [14]).
Next, we detail existing methods from the perspective of this taxonomy. However, instead of

reviewing hundreds of individual methods, we choose more recent and selective methods from each
category for reasons of space.
2.1. Categorization by the classification’s output

In the following, we present different classification methods according to the classification output.
Mainly, the classifier’s output consists of associating traffic objects with traffic classes.
Figure 1. A multilevel taxonomy of traffic classification methods characterized on three levels

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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2.1.1. Traffic classes
We categorize traffic classes [15] (see Figure 1) according to the degree of classification detail. They
range from fine-grained (e.g. a web application function) to coarse-grained (e.g. traffic cluster) levels.
Specifically, traffic classes include: (i) traffic cluster [16] such as bulk or small transactions; (ii)
application type [17] such as game, browsing or chat; (iii) application protocol [18] such as hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP), HTTP secure (HTTPS), file transfer protocol (FTP), domain name system
(DNS), simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), post office protocol (POP3), secure sockets layer
(SSL) or secure shell (SSH); (iv) application software such as a specific FTP or BitTorrent client
software; (v) fine-grained traffic classification [19] such as Facebook chat, Google search or Skype
voice call; and anomaly [20] class.
Anomaly is one of the main classification targets of IPS security systems. Anomaly alarms are

generated whenever a deviation (e.g. SYN-cookie threshold for FTP servers) from a pre-estimated
‘normal’ behavior (discussed in Section 2.3.2) is detected. Traffic anomalies include network,
transport and application layer anomalies.
Fine-grained traffic classification is crucial for multi-channel applications that open multiple

connections for different purposes. For instance, Skype [22] offers several services (user authentica-
tion, voice and video communications, file transfer, chat, etc.) over transmission control protocol
(TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP) connections. Although belonging to Skype at a coarse-
grained level, these flows should be identified differently at a finer-grained classification level. Fine-
grained traffic classification is crucial for mobile applications [21], most of which rely on HTTP
and HTTPS flows.
Dynamically changing application type should be also considered in traffic classifiers. A typical

example is Skype [22] voice calls, during which the user might issue a file transfer, an instant messaging
conversation or switch to video mode. Such a dynamic variation in the flow application type should be
detected by the classifier at a fine-grained level during the whole lifetime of a flow.
The scope of detected traffic classes is an important factor in evaluating traffic classification

methods. In each of the surveyed works, authors cover few traffic classes as implicitly found in the
training datasets and tested network environments. These included three common groups: (i) standard
application protocols such as HTTP, FTP, DNS, SMTP and POP3; (ii) encrypted applications such as
SSL and SSH; and (iii) the P2P application type such as BitTorrent, Gnutella, eDonkey and Skype.

2.1.2. Traffic objects
Given a traffic class, different objects of interest may be associated as ranging from fine-grained
(packets, flows) to coarse-grained levels (hosts, host communities). Traffic objects (see Figure 1)
include: (i) packet [11]; (ii) flow [23,24]; (iii) host [13,14,18,25–28]; and (iv) host community
[29–31]. Bytes [32] are usually adopted for statistical evaluation (e.g. monitoring volume consump-
tion). They are not literally defined, nor can be targeted as, traffic classification objects.
Specifically, flow-based classification defines a flow as a unidirectional or bidirectional series of IP

packets having the same IP addresses, port numbers and transport layer protocol. A bag of flows
[33] (BoF) includes the set of correlated flows generated by the same application as one classi-
fication object. At a higher level, a host (represented by an IP address) or a host community
can be targeted for classification as one traffic object. A host community includes a set of hosts
involved in the same application.
As per most of the surveyed works, flows are the most adopted traffic classification objects. Ideally,

a classifier should be able to identify traffic at the most possible granular level, which is supposed to be
computationally intensive. Coarse-grained classification objects are potentially more robust against
network fluctuations usually affecting low-level statistics. Host and host community-based classifica-
tion models, except for a few modelling studies [27], associate a single application to each host or host
community such as DNS host, file transferring host, P2P host community or SMTP host community.
However, a host might be running more than one application simultaneously. As per the normal
behavior, a user might, for instance, be surfing the web and making a Voice over IP (VoIP) phone call
while running a P2P program in the background. Deciding upon the preference of classification objects
still depends on the classifier’s intended use. For example, high packet accuracy is recommended for
critical VoIP signaling packets, controlling a whole voice session.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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2.2. Categorization by the classification’s INPUT

In the following, we present a survey of different traffic classification methods according to the input
type. The classification input may include the traffic payload, general traffic attributes, hybrid sets of
both and miscellaneous types.

2.2.1. Traffic payload
The traffic payload is used by many classification techniques (detailed in Section 2.3.1) that disclose
the packet payload, beyond the layer 4 header. Though many studies [12,34] proved that few packets
have to be disclosed, payload-based classification is still less preferred because of privacy concerns.
Alternatively, classifiers can analyze general traffic attributes, which are most adopted in the literature.

2.2.2. Traffic attributes
Relying on non-payload input is referred to as blind or in-the-dark classification. Non-payload traffic
attributes are usually based on information at the network and transport layers. They can be gathered at
different levels such as packet, flow, host and host community. They are similar to, but not necessarily
the same as, the level of the traffic classification objects (shown in Section 2.1.2). Specifically, traffic
attributes include: (i) packet-level attributes such as packet headers, sizes and inter-arrival times; (ii)
flow-level attributes such as the flow size and duration; (iii) host-level attributes such as the number
of connections and opened ports; and (iv) host community-level attributes including graph metrics
such as connection degree and graph diameter.
Throughout the surveyed works, packet inter-arrivals and sizes, together with their derivations (e.g.

average values), were mostly adopted.
A common and relevant practice in the literature consists of reducing the size of the classification

input to enhance the performance. Input reduction can be achieved through sampling [12], feature
selection [5] and early classification methods [35–37] focusing on the first few packets in a flow.
Deciding upon which input type to use should take into consideration many factors, such as input size,
user privacy, network dynamics and monitoring feasibility. For instance, packet inter-arrival time can
be highly affected by jitter. Bidirectional traffic attributes are not applicable for multi-homed networks
using a single monitoring location.
2.3. Categorization by the classification technique

According to the classification technique, existing methods can be categorized as: (i) payload
inspection; (ii) simple statistical; (iii) statistical ML; (iv) and graphical.
In the early phase of traffic classification, the port-based technique [38] used to be typically the

fastest and simplest one. To classify flows and packets, it simply relies on the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority’s (IANA’s) registered list (e.g. HTTP uses TCP port 80). However, the use of port
obfuscation, address translation, port forwarding and protocol tunneling, together with the use of
unregistered ports and multichannel applications, have deprecated the use of this technique. For
instance, a Skype session using TCP port 80 will be identified as HTTP or web browsing using
port-based classification, although it might be carrying different types of traffic such as voice call, chat
or file transfer. Similarly, a P2P client might obfuscate its default port number and bind to TCP port 80
to generate traffic that would appear as web browsing. Moreover, different types of traffic can be
encrypted and sent over SSL tunnels, using TCP port 443. Apparently, network security controls based
on port classification can be easily bypassed. Port-based classifiers will have an unrealistic view of the
types of traffic being exchanged over the network, particularly for new emerging mobile applications
[21], most of which rely on HTTP and HTTPS. Nevertheless, port-based classification can still be
useful for legacy applications [32,34] such as DNS or SMTP that use their default assigned port
numbers, particularly for contexts where accuracy is not a major concern (e.g. traffic monitoring).
The historical evolution of traffic classification methods shows that payload inspection [11,39]

has emerged after port-based [38] classification became unreliable. Then, statistical and ML
[7,16,23,24,33,36,40–48] techniques emerged to overcome the limitations of most previous methods.
Hybrid techniques [18,32,34,35,49,50] received some attention with different combination approaches.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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Moreover, the literature shows few miscellaneous [17,51,52] and graphical techniques [13,14,29–31] that
were less tracked.

2.3.1. Payload inspection techniques
Most payload inspection techniques [11,39] rely on deep packet inspection (DPI), [53] which checks
the packet payload against a set of known protocol signatures (e.g. ‘\GET’ signature in web traffic).
DPI will first need to parse the packet headers, up to layer 4 (shallow packet inspection), which is
essential to identify the flow to which the packet belongs. To classify the packet, DPI will then need
to inspect the entire payload, beyond the layer 4 header, to match applications’ signatures.
The matching mechanism itself can be extended. For instance, statistical protocol identification

(SPID) [49] uses entropy-based comparisons of probability distributions, relying on the payload
content. It measures, for example, the frequency at which all of the possible 256 values occur in a
packet. For example, the message type code Ox16 (SSL server hello packet) should have higher
frequency in SSL traffic.
Most payload methods rely on DPI; a few, however, disclose the payload using alternative

techniques. For instance, exchanging similar payload contents [54] may indicate the use of P2P
applications, based on the likelihood that a P2P peer usually redistributes the same content it receives
to other peers.
Alternatively, blind classification techniques rely on general traffic attributes without inquiring

payload analysis. These include simple statistical, statistical ML and graphical techniques.

2.3.2. Simple statistical techniques
Since researchers are more concerned with the technical significance, we categorize most approaches
relying on statistical derived terms (heuristics, behavioral, profiling and characterization) under the
simple statistical group, at the technique level in Figure 1. This group includes basic statistical
techniques [55,56] and extended ones such as heuristics [25,28] and profiles [13,17,26,27,37,57,58].
Statistical methods are based on the underlying assumption that the traffic at the network and trans-

port layers might have some statistical attributes that are unique for certain applications. For this pur-
pose, a group of general traffic attributes was early defined in Moore et al. [59] for flow discrimination.

Basic statistical. Basic statistical techniques rely on general traffic attributes and simple statistical
properties to identify applications. For instance, using probability density functions of packet sizes
[55,56] and inter-arrival times, standard application protocols can be identified with more than 87%
overall accuracy. Statistical methods can be extended by constructing sets of experimentally validated
rules, such as heuristics or profiles, to describe traffic attributes for specific applications.

Heuristics. A heuristic is an approximation about statistical traffic attributes, generally defined as a set
of rules [25,28]. An example of heuristics [25] is the concurrent use of TCP and UDP sessions with the
same port number between two hosts, which supposes the existence of P2P activity. Port-based
classification [38] is categorized as a simple heuristic rule relying on port numbers.

Profiles. Profiling and behavioral techniques measure the heterogeneity level and formalize it in a
metric value (e.g. entropy) that can be used to compare traffic objects. Profiling and protocol modeling
can build the normal behavior for each application, which is useful for anomaly detection [20] in
security contexts. Profiling techniques are also applied in traffic classification [13,17,26,37,57,58] to
provide higher-level views of the statistical characteristics of applications [37,57], hosts [13,17,26]
or even users [58].
For instance, profiling P2P applications based on the payload length and direction [37] can yield to

more than 90% recall. At a higher level, the user behavior [58] can provide discriminative information
for some applications (e.g. nightly download activity of P2P users). Host profiles were explored for
traffic classification and expressed in several ways, such as host interactions in BLINC [13] and
number of connected networks [26]. For instance, BLINC models host interactions at the application
layer using port numbers and IP addresses, together with few traffic statistics. BLINC, can yield up to
95% P2P accuracy.
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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Unconstrained endpoint profiling (UEP) [17] is another promising approach suggesting a funda-
mental change in host profiling. Key differences exist with state-of-the-art approaches, such as BLINC
[13], although both methods are used for host profiling. First, UEP is different in design by actively
crawling web information (e.g. Google engine) instead of exclusively relying on network traces. When
no or sampled packet traces are available, UEP outperforms BLINC, which needs a sufficient traffic
mix to obtain the necessary traffic statistics. Second, UEP is able to provide finer-grained host classes
such as Kazaa or Yahoo chat, whereas BLINC provides generic host classes such as P2P or chat.
Third, UEP is online capable by requiring a single observed packet, whereas BLINC might be
challenging for core network deployments. As per the conducted experiments in Trestian [17], UEP
was able to classify over 60% of traffic compared to 53% with BLINC [13].

2.3.3. Statistical machine learning techniques
With ML [60], inferring the relevance of different statistical parameters to the traffic class is automated
with less or no required human intervention. The traffic classification problem falls into the pattern
recognition [60] scientific discipline. ML algorithms [61] are categorized as supervised, unsupervised,
semi-supervised or reinforcement learning (RL). For readers needing deeper insights into ML
algorithms, directly relevant papers [60] can be more enlightening.

Unsupervised traffic classification. Unsupervised traffic classification [16,23,46] groups unlabeled
traffic objects (e.g. flows [23]) into clusters based on their traffic attributes’ vector and according to
a given similarity function (e.g. Euclidean distance). Clustering does not require any labeled instances.
It is able to provide an in-depth classification of similar traffic types generated by different protocols.
Early clustering [16] mapped traffic objects into generic classes such as bulk transfer or small

transactions. To discriminate further among standard application protocols, subsequent clustering
approaches (e.g. AutoClass [23]) made use of additional traffic attributes such as packet inter-arrival
time and flow duration, yielding 80% accuracy. Different clustering algorithms (k-means, Gaussian
mixture, etc.) can identify encrypted and P2P applications with more than 90% accuracy. Clustering
methods can be easily adapted for online classification [35] by classifying flows based on the first
few packets.

Supervised traffic classification. Supervised traffic classifiers build a model during the training phase
based on a set of pre-labeled samples. During classification, this model will map new instances to
output classes based on their traffic attributes. A wide range of supervised algorithms [7,36,40–43]
with various features were proposed for traffic classification. For instance, context-dependent
classifiers, such as Viterbi [41] and hidden Markov [43], assume that different classes are interrelated.
However, most supervised models used for traffic classification are context free. Particularly, statistical
supervised classifiers such as k-nearest neighbor (kNN) 44 or naïve Bayes [42], together with support
vector machines (SVM) [36], are able to detect standard and P2P application protocols with more than
90% accuracy. The same applies to complex algorithms such as artificial neural network (ANN) [45],
whose accuracy results ranged from 85% to 90%. Some supervised algorithms can be adapted for real-
time deployments such as SVM [36] and decision trees [7]. Particularly, decision trees [7] are able to
detect encrypted, standard and P2P applications on high link speeds and at high accuracy rates,
reaching, in some cases, more than 95%.

Semi-supervised traffic classification. Semi-supervised [24,47] classification relies on a mixture of
labeled and unlabeled input samples that are fed into unsupervised clustering algorithms. Based on
few labeled flows, semi-supervised approaches can yield high-accuracy results ranging from 90% to
97% and covering a variety of standard and P2P application protocols.

Reinforcement learning traffic classification. Reinforcement learning (RL) [48] algorithms are
developed to interact with dynamic environments where labeled samples and examples of optimal
outputs are not explicitly provided, but must instead be discovered by a process of trial and error.
Many of the existing ML techniques have their origin in different scientific disciplines. Particularly,
Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Network Mgmt 2014; 24: 101–120
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RL’s widest application is in the field of intelligent control and robots. To the best of our knowledge,
RL has not yet been explored for Internet traffic classification.

2.3.4. Graphical techniques
Graphical techniques [13,14,29–31] illustrate interactions in computer networks. Edges represent
exchanges of interest among nodes representing hosts or Internet protocol (IP) addresses. The
underlying assumption is that hosts involved in the same application should reveal specific patterns
of interactions at the application and the network layers. Visualizing graph patterns is generally
suggestive; however, graph metrics (e.g. graph diameter) make the intuitions precise, which allows
for appropriate classification. Graphical methods include graphlets [13], motifs [14], traffic activity
graphs (TAG) [31] and traffic dispersion graphs (TDG) [29,30], as depicted in Figure 2.

Graphlets. Graphlets are used in BLINC [13] to reflect host interactions at the application layer. A
sample of P2P graphlets, shown in Figure 2(a) (taken from Karagiannis et al. [13]), portrays a peer
functional role by capturing the relationship between the use of source and destination ports. A library
of these graphlets is supposed to classify hosts by specifying the closest match. BLINC is primarily
used for host profiling (section 2.3.2); nevertheless, it inspired many subsequent works using
graphical techniques.

Motifs. Advanced graph-mining techniques [14] search for frequently recurring patterns of basic
structural elements called motifs. Figure 2(b) (taken from Allan et al. [14]) shows a sample motif
composed of three nodes. Applications are identified based on the node’s contributions in the set of
motifs mined for each application during the training phase. With this approach, 85% of hosts can
be identified as examined across seven protocols including P2P.

Social networks. Social network graphs [30,31] include TAG [31] and TDG [30,31], which detect
host communities involved in the same application activity. TAGs are simply referred to as TDGs
[30] to incorporate temporal relations between connections. Edges in a TDG are labeled in the order
in which the corresponding node interactions were observed, as depicted in Figure 2(c) (taken from
Iliofotou et al. [30]). In the TDG of Figure 2(d) (taken from Iliofotou et al. [29]), the P2P decentralized
architecture is captured by high diameters and high connection degree. TAGs proved to be able to
detect standard application protocols. TDGs [29] are more suitable for detecting P2P applications such
as FastTrack and Soribada.

2.3.5. Miscellaneous traffic classification techniques
Few approaches [17,51,52] were shown in the literature with less measurable traction in their
directions. The most prominent examples include content-aware [52] and distributed [51] classifiers.
These approaches raise many concerns at the administrative and technical levels that need to be
investigated by future works.
Figure 2. Examples of graphical patterns used in traffic classification: (a) graphlet; (b) motif; (c) TDG;
(d) P2P TDG
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2.3.6. Hybrid traffic classification techniques
One of the research trends in traffic classification is to combine different classification techniques,
referred to as hybrid or multi-classifier systems.
Although focusing on one at the core of the classification decision, many works in the literature

[18,32,34,35,49,50] incorporate more than one technique. For instance, SPID [49] is a hybrid
technique integrating DPI with statistical analysis. Its traffic models contain a set of fingerprints rep-
resented as probability distributions of different traffic attributes. Examples of payload measurements
at the application layer include byte frequencies and offsets for common byte values. SPID showed
promising results with an average 92% recall in identifying standard and P2P application protocols.
Enhanced SPID [62] can identify additional applications in real time by using a smaller-size fingerprint
database through a modified set of attributes such as the number of direction changes and the first
payload size. Enhanced SPID can identify 17 standard application protocols including real-time
transport protocol (RTP), real-time messaging protocol (RTMP), Internet relay chat (IRC) together
with progressive tunneled video download protocols.
ML-based multi-classifiers [63–65] are developed based on intelligent combination and meta-learning

algorithms such as ensemble classifiers [63], boosting [60] and gating networks [64] that provide
optimized classification decisions. Such systems can achieve higher accuracy than any single classifier,
and are more robust to changes affecting the classification input. In fact, boosting results in a combina-
tion of a sequence of designed classifiers with better performance than each individual classifier. For
example, the adaptive boost (Adaboost) [2,65] meta-learning algorithm outperforms decision trees [7]
in classifying encrypted traffic.
However, to the best of our knowledge, ML-based multi-classifiers are not yet used in traffic

classification problems. They are mostly applied to speech and image recognition and other
disciplines. In the context of network traffic classification, researchers have only referred to simplified
approaches [18,32]. Examples included resorting [18] to host-based detection after payload inspection
fails or relying on simple decision-making systems [32] when combining multiple techniques.
3. TOWARD AN OPTIMAL TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION MODEL

Despite remarkable advances in traffic classification, a large proportion of today’s network traffic is
still unidentified and an optimal classification model is not yet defined. Determining an optimal clas-
sification model is a multistage process during which the research community has to work in
collaboration.
In this section, we recommend key features and research requirements for an optimal classifier

(as detailed in Table 4), which remains an open research question. Since this work is a survey paper
rather than a report of experimental results, benchmark studies are left for future work. Instead, we
summarize the key findings obtained in previous comparisons (as detailed in Table 3).
3.1. Evaluation of traffic classification methods

In order to provide a certain level of confidence in the classifier’s results, comparisons should be
performed referring to a well-defined validation method and evaluation metrics. Validation results
are used to build the ground truth data, i.e. the set of annotated objects used as reference for validating
and evaluating various classification methods. Thus validation methods should be reputed by the
highest classification accuracy level. DPI [53] (explained in Section 2.3.1) and agent-based [66]
techniques are most commonly used in collecting ground truth results. Agent-based validation consists
of deploying special middleware programs on each end system. The agent adds extra information to
outgoing packets (e.g. application label), based on which a central server can directly determine the
application name and type.
Evaluation metrics indicate the preference of one method over another. In order to quantify the

evaluation process, basic and composed classification metrics are used. Figure 3 illustrates basic
evaluation metrics for a binary classification scenario, with two classes A and B. In the figure, perfect
circles represent the ground truth. The ellipsoid forms, deviated and deformed in reference to the
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original circles, represent the classifier’s decision. Unknown classification decisions are illustrated by
the zone outside both circles (for the ground truth) and outside both ellipsoids (for the classifier). When
the actual class for the classified instances is A, true positives (TP) are instances classified as A and
false negatives (FN) are those classified as B. When the actual class for the classified instances is B,
true negatives (TN) are instances classified as B and false positives (FP) are those classified as A.
Classifiers should maximize TP and TN while minimizing FN and FP. To the illustration in Figure 3,
this refers to restoring the two ellipsoids to the original circle places and re-forming them to near-perfect
circular shapes. Unknowns should be eliminated in all cases.
To provide deeper insights into the classifier’s performance, composed evaluation metrics

(examples are shown in Table 1) can be used. As per most of the surveyed works, the overall accuracy
(averaged for all classes) is the most commonly used. However, when the tested dataset is unbalanced,
results would be biased towards the most dominant applications. A confusion matrix, instead, is able to
illustrate the basic classification results on a per class basis, based on which composed metrics can be
inferred. Table 2 shows an example of a confusion matrix for a three-class (A, B and C) scenario,
where Nij denotes the number of instances with actual class i classified as j.
3.2. Comparison and discussion of existing methods

In this section, we compare the key features of the main published methods, as highlighted in the few
existing comparisons between approaches [5–8].
To date, DPI and agent-based methods are the most accurate classification techniques. Payload-based

classification is less preferred because of its privacy breaching and its inability to identify encrypted
Table 1. Examples of composed classification metrics for one class (class A)

Metrics Significancecfh Formula Optimal value

Accuracy
(precision)

The ratio of traffic instances correctly
classified as class A to the total number
of instances classified as class A

TP
TPþFPð Þ

Sensitivity
(recall)

The ratio of traffic instances correctly
classified as class
A to the number of actual class A instances

TP
TPþFPð Þ Maximized to 1

Completeness The ratio of instances associated to class
A to the number of actual class A instances

TPþFPð Þ
TPþFNð Þ Equal to 1

F-measure A measure that combines precision and recall 2: precision:recall
precisionþrecallð Þ Equal to 1

Table 2. A confusion matrix for three-class multi-classification scenario (classes A, B and C)

Confusion matrix

Predicted class

A B C

Actual class A Naa Nab Nac

B Nba Nbb Nbc

C Nca Ncb Ncc
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traffic. Non-payload classification methods have received more attention in the literature. These include
simple statistical, statistical ML and graphical techniques.
As reported by many papers, statistical methods have a relatively low computational requirement

while providing accurate results (up to 90%) for standard, encrypted and P2P protocol applications.
However, statistically defined profiles may be exhibited by more than one application (e.g. P2P peers
and highly active web clients [26]). Moreover, statistical rules can become very complex when
expressing variations in multidimensional spaces for large datasets, which might require tedious
human interventions. Statistical techniques are therefore useful for simple traffic classification tasks,
where few applications and low-dimensional spaces of attributes are analyzed.
Alternatively, ML-based classifiers can partially (or even fully) automate the classification process

while providing increased accuracy in a high-dimensional space of traffic attributes. In particular,
unsupervised ML techniques (e.g. AutoClass [23]) offer rapid classification with the ability to classify
unidentified applications. As reported in many papers, clustering can provide accurate results (up to
90%) for standard, encrypted and P2P protocol applications, without depending on training sets.
However, identifying applications that do not predominate in any of the clusters obtained is one of
their major limitations. Consequently, clustering is best suited to online deployment, as a first step
in the classification process, where the traffic is completely unidentified.
Supervised classifiers are generally more accurate than unsupervised classifiers, as shown in earlier

comparisons [5,6]. As documented in many papers, they can identify standard, encrypted and P2P
protocol applications with very high accuracy (up to 95%). However, each supervised learning
algorithm has specific strengths and weaknesses. For example, context-dependent classifiers are
preferred for describing inter-class dependence. kNN classifiers are simple classification models with
zero training time. Naïve Bayes classifiers might be preferred for their low memory requirements and
immunity to irrelevant traffic attributes. Most of these models are built on assumptions (e.g. Gaussian
distribution [42]) that may be hard to generalize in some cases.
When considering datasets with too many attributes [61], more complex algorithms (e.g. ANN) are

preferred, to fit data variations more readily while providing more stable performance. In the presence
of many irrelevant attributes [61], other alternatives (e.g. SVM) might be preferred. In fact, some
experimental comparisons [8] point to a preference for SVM over ANN in traffic classification, in
terms of precision, generalization, performance and training time. SVM performed better than did
ANN in classifying many standard and application protocols. There are many differences between
these two algorithms [60], such as ANN being much more dependent on the training data than
SVM. However, there are limitations common to both algorithms, including complexity and
overfitting [61]. Recent comparisons [7] point to a preference for decision trees over other ML
algorithms, particularly for real-time and encrypted traffic classifications.
Most supervised methods suffer from persistent limitations related to the training process itself and

to relatively high training costs. To be as generalized as possible, supervised classifiers should train on
large significant traffic sets. When training data are scarce, semi-supervised learning is preferred,
yielding up to 97% accuracy with better computational efficiency.
Graphical techniques rely on traffic attributes that are less affected by network dynamics and are

more suited to detecting dynamic applications such as P2P. However, graphical techniques might
require the capture of a large number of host interactions, which are mostly available at the service
provider level. They are usually used as helper techniques, such as assisting DPI [29].
Finally, multi-classifier is a promising research approach that may not only inherit the advantages of

a variety of techniques but also complement and cross-validate their results. However, its efficiency
should be considered, given the increased input dimensionality.
Classification features are summarized in Table 3, showing more recent and selective methods for

each category at the three levels. Results for the overall classification accuracy are shown as presented
in the original papers. Most features are qualitatively presented as high (H), medium (M), low (L) or
not applicable (N). Here, H indicates that the feature is strongly offered by a method, with L indicating
the opposite. M corresponds to moderate cases where neither L nor H applies and N indicates that a
feature is not applicable for a method. Note that M cases may require additional future assessment.
Nevertheless, further research effort and benchmarking will be required to unravel the relations and

affinities between the various techniques, in the context of traffic classification.
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3.3. Requirements for appropriate benchmarks

Clearly, one of the main obstacles to advancing research in the field is the lack of appropriate
benchmarks for existing techniques. Most comparisons (as described in Section 3.2) have not considered
the categories in the methods being assessed. Determining the optimal classification model is a multistep
process that should involve systematic comparisons. For example, techniques that provide the best
output results while using the same input type should be selected from each category as expressed by
our taxonomy. Techniques representing different categories should then be compared.
The research community should also promote convergence to common standards covering related

terminologies, procedures and policies. Table 4 shows some of these requirements, from the perspective
of our taxonomy. For instance, publicly available DPI tools [67–69] differ in the set of signatures and the
payload-matching mechanisms used, which may yield inconsistent ground truth results. Validation tools
should be standardized. Nevertheless, most of the problems involve complex policy issues rather than
being purely technical. For example, as highlighted in Table 4, the existing heterogeneity in the defini-
tions of traffic objects and classes at the output level is among the obstacles that have to be overcome by
the research community. The lack of publicly available traffic traces at the input level is another critical
obstacle to further advances in traffic classification. Sharing disclosed data is mainly constrained by
privacy concerns. In a symbolic step to address part of these difficulties, we regularly collect recent
traffic traces obtained from a real operational network of a multi-branch institution, while maintaining
the privacy of our full payload captures. To achieve this, we follow two sharing models. First, we
publish non-payload data, named tcrsg-collection [70], through the Internet Measurement Data Catalog
public repository. In particular, we publish ground truth data with anonymized IP addresses, together
with various statistical parameters (61 variables) that are useful for blind classification. Second, as part
of our ongoing research work, we act as an entity [71] offering evaluation of payload-based classifiers
following the move-code-to-data [72] model. We invite researchers to send their tools for offline
evaluation on protected full-payload data before sending the classification results back to them. We hope
that this sharing model becomes common practice for other researchers and interested parties.

3.4. Future classification

3.4.1. Vendor classification engines
In this section, we present an overview of classification techniques used in commercial traffic management
and network security products [73–76]. These include routers, firewalls, IPS, SWG and traffic shapers.
Unfortunately, there is very little information available about the protocol classification performed in most
of these proprietary systems.
An example of a proprietary algorithm used in TippingPoint systems is Protocol Identification via

Statistical Analysis (PISA) [75]. PISA creates a ten-dimensional representation of each fingerprint for
each protocol, based on a training set of captured traffic. It uses simple average and standard deviation
values of general flow attributes (packet size, inter-arrivals) in both directions, in addition to the Shannon
entropy of the data at the application layer. It uses k-means to cluster flows for standard and P2P applica-
tions including Skype. However, one of its main limitations is the required number of packets to be
analyzed before a flow is identified. For example, Skype results75 stabilize after the 600th packet.
Although relying on common techniques, commercial products often rely on proprietary methods.

For instance, Juniper’s [73] DPI mechanism matches patterns in the first packet of a session using
deterministic finite automata. It has the ability to chain signatures and to specify a maximum number
of transactions wherein the signature must occur to be a match.
Cisco routers use network-based application recognition (NBAR) [74], which relies on DPI and many

application-specific attributes. It is a state-oriented classification mechanism that supports applications with
dynamically negotiated port numbers, such as RTP. It is able to support sub-classifications, such as HTTP
user agent, content type and uniform resource locator (URL). NBAR2 is an extended version of NBAR that
supports evasive applications such as Skype and Tor, cloud-based applications such as Office 365, and
evenmobile applications such as FaceTime. Cisco’s Service Control Engine (SCE) is a dedicated hardware
DPI appliance that incorporates protocol state analysis together with behavioral and heuristic analysis.
In most of these commercial products, the increasing requirement for content awareness and

application visibility explains the DPI integration with statistical and ML techniques, which are
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port-based in Juniper [73], behavioral in IPOQUE [53] and SVM-based in Websense [77], together
with SSL decryption. We now consider the future requirements that are driving the market for
next-generation products and the key features of future classifiers.

3.4.2. Future classifiers’ features
As mentioned above, determining the optimal classification model remains an open research question.
Table 4 summarizes the key features recommended for future traffic classification models.
Theoretically, an optimal traffic classification model would be one that can best achieve all of

the features shown in Table 4. As mentioned above, defining the optimal traffic classification
method (i.e. the optimal path in Figure 1) remains an open research question. Nevertheless, there
is one essential question: is it feasible to design a single technique that can offer all the features
in Table 4 simultaneously?
In practice, according to most existing comparison work [6], no single technique has been able to

uniformly outperform all others in a majority of scenarios, when submitted to an analysis that takes into
account different networks and application types. In fact, it has been acknowledged [10] that the
classification decision requires many trade-offs involving reliability, performance and privacy protection.
For example, the ability to identify unknown applications might best be achieved through clustering,
whereas an ability to update the classification model rapidly might require a supervised decision tree.
Theoretically, no single technique is capable of providing both of these capabilities simultaneously.
From this perspective, it seems reasonable to assert that a multi-classifier design (as discussed in

Section 2.3.6) would best answer these requirements. We believe that multi-classifiers would achieve
the required trade-offs for future traffic classification because they should theoretically inherit the
advantages of many combined techniques. We consider that the multi-classifier is a promising
approach that should be considered amongst candidate models for future classifiers. This is validated
by many of the detected trends, both in academic research and in network security products. In fact, most
of the current products described in Section 3.4.1 already integrate DPI with helper techniques. Their
next-generation series will integrate behavioral techniques and correlate traffic information across multi-
ple vectors [76], together with full-stack visibility.Moreover, the researchwork described in Section 2.3.6
provided a few valid attempts in this direction. The multi-classifier examples in Szabo et al. [32] and
Callado et al. [50] were able to outperform individual classifiers. Moreover, the multi-classifier in
Callado et al. [50] was shown to be robust against bias towards any scenario, which was an issue
with previous classification algorithms. Nevertheless, future multi-classifiers should be developed
using more complex decision systems that use confidence values [78] and intelligent combination
algorithms [60,63,64]. This should involve a wider range of techniques, including DPI, Auto-class
and decision trees. The potentially high computational cost associated with multi-classifiers should
be addressed in future work.
As shown in Table 4, for the new world of very high link speeds, user mobility and collabora-

tion services, future methods should be able to identify new application trends such as Web 2.0
and mobile applications. They should also be customized for new technology trends while answer-
ing new modeling needs. For example, host classification might refer to multi-label classification
[79], where an instance can belong to more than one class at the same time. New sources of
information should be explored, such as application-layer message sizes (instead of packet sizes)
and external cloud-based information sources [73,74,77], and specialized hardware [80] designs
would have to be implemented.
4. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have surveyed network traffic classification methods. We have proposed a multilevel
taxonomy that characterizes methods at three different levels and which is suitable for comparison
studies. By highlighting current research trends, we have shown that classification methods are mostly
dominated by ML techniques, with a slight bias towards decision trees for rapid and accurate classifica-
tion. Statistical and graphical techniques are used as helper technologies. Payload inspection methods are
less preferable, despite their high accuracy, because they can breach privacy. However, we have pointed
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out the lack of an optimal model for traffic classification, for which we have identified a critical need for
appropriate benchmarks. We have also recommended key features for future classification models, while
identifying their future challenges. Finally, based on a few promising approaches in research work and
commercial products, we argue that a well-designed multi-classifier model could theoretically meet most
future requirements. However, this is left for future work. In the future, we should see an increasing num-
ber of studies relevant to multi-classifier design and associated efficiency issues.
With the revolutionary advances in network technology and the proliferation of Internet applications,

the decreasing reliability of most existing methods will be recognized in the near future. In the new world
of very high link speeds, user mobility and collaboration services, future methods will have to refer to
more innovative system architectures while mining more advanced traffic attributes. In the longer term,
future designs should adapt to next-generation networks as part of the network management portfolio.
Opening new avenues in the field of traffic classification will be vital for managing future networks.
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